Is Learning Enhanced by Conceptual Integration During Practice?
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Abstract

In this study, we examined whether retrieval practice promoting conceptual integration can improve test performance and self-assessment. Prior to testing, introductory psychology students received retrieval practice through their weekly lab sessions. Short-answer questions for practice exercises emphasized either single concepts or conceptual integration, whereas those for tests concerned individual concepts. During the first half of the semester, test performance was higher following practice focused on concepts than practice focused on conceptual integration. No difference existed during the second half. Performance was correlated with estimates before testing when practice emphasized individual concepts, but not conceptual integration. The transfer-appropriate processing framework offers an account for these data by suggesting that emphasis on conceptual integration might have fostered discrepancy between conceptual operations used for practice and those utilized for testing, affecting test performance.
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Acquisition of knowledge in introductory college courses is especially arduous for two main reasons: learners must not only develop internal representations of newly acquired information, but also connect these representations with one another and with pre-existing knowledge in long-term memory (Dagenbach, Horst, & Carr, 1990). Research suggests that these links, which are essential to the preservation of new information in long-term memory and its retrieval when circumstances require, are initially weak (Carr & Dagenbach, 1994; Dagenbach et al., 1990). In laboratory experiments, conceptual integration has been found to strengthen connectivity among memory representations, thereby facilitating retrieval from long-term memory and analytical activities on the retrieved information (see Anderson, 1987). Conceptual integration, however, is not a passive process for which mere repeated exposure to a domain of knowledge during learning is sufficient to create a network of robust connections among the domain’s concepts. Rather, it is an effortful activity that relies heavily on the learner’s cooperation (Conway, Gardiner, Perfect, Anderson, & Cohen, 1997).

Evidence collected from simulated classroom environments indicates that practice tests can improve students’ subsequent test performance relative to reviewing (Pirotti, Chodorow, & Petrov, 2009). Practice tests have also been found to improve performance even when test questions probe material that is not tested during practice but is conceptually related to it (Anderson & Biddle, 1975; Chan, McDermott, & Roediger, 2006; Pirotti et al., 2009; Roediger, & Karpicke, 2006a). Therefore, existing evidence suggests that testing, which has been traditionally used for assessment purposes, can serve as both memory enhancer and learning tool. The act of answering practice questions can serve as memory enhancer largely because it induces the retrieval of newly acquired information (i.e., offers retrieval practice opportunities), thereby consolidating memory traces (see Karpicke, 2012; Karpicke & Smith, 2012; Mulligan, 2002; Slamecka & Graf, 1978). Answering practice questions can also activate conceptually related information, consolidating the links between tested and related information, and thus serving as learning tool (Hamaker, 1986).

Practice tests can also improve test performance by serving as self-assessment tools. Self-assessment during learning allows students to determine what has been mastered and what needs additional study (Balch, 1998; Dunning, Johnson, Ehrlinger, & Kruger, 2003; Hacker, Bol, Horgan, & Rakow, 2000; Maki & Serra, 1992; Zechmeister & Shaugnessy, 1980). Research has shown that students overestimate their test preparedness (Dunning, Heath, & Suls, 2004) and that overestimation tends to be magnified in students with low or average academic abilities (Balch, 1992; Zabrucky, Agler, & Moore, 2009). Students’ tendency to rely on their subjective familiarity with a domain of knowledge is generally believed to result in poor self-assessment and, subsequently, in less-than-stellar test performance (Balch, 1998; Glenberg & Epstein, 1987; Glenberg, Sanocki, Epstein, & Morris, 1987; Maki & Serra, 1992). Practice tests have been found to enhance self-assessment accuracy by reducing students’ emphasis on domain familiarity (Maki & Serra, 1992; Maki, Foley, Kajer, Thompson, & Willert, 1990).

The key premise upon which the present investigation relies is that learning does not merely necessitate that recently acquired information be passively added to long-term memory, but rather that this information be actively integrated (Dagenbach et al., 1990). This investigation
asks whether retrieval practice (Chan et al., 2006; Karpicke & Smith, 2012) explicitly promoting conceptual integration (i.e., connectivity among memory representations, including recently acquired concepts and pre-existing knowledge) can improve learning over retrieval practice focused on individual concepts. It also asks whether retrieval practice can improve self-assessment (i.e., the ability to appraise what one knows about to-be-tested material), another critical aspect of learning (Dunning et al., 2004). If answering practice questions activates associated information via automatic spreading activation, then practice tests can be expected to promote conceptual integration when questions directly focus students’ attention on the relationships between/among newly acquired concepts. This prediction is supported by evidence illustrating that spreading activation is sensitive to attention (Naccache, Blandin, & Dehaene, 2002). It is reasonable to predict that if practice tests promote conceptual integration by focusing students’ attention on associations in long-term memory, then practice tests may offer students reasonably accurate insights into their ability to retrieve such concepts during actual tests, thereby improving self-assessment before tests. Whether retrieval practice focused on conceptual integration improves test performance relative to retrieval practice focused on individual concepts may depend on the extent to which attention to memory associations improves retrieval by increasing the accessibility of concepts above and beyond the level induced by automatic spreading activation.

Method

This investigation involved two phases chronologically organized. Phase 1 was devoted to the development of short-answer questions that not only covered either isolated concepts or relationships between concepts, but also were related to students’ pre-existing knowledge. The choice of short-answer questions was based on evidence suggesting that they can be effective retention tools when used for retrieval practice purposes (Butler & Roediger, 2007; Kang, McDermott, & Roediger, 2007), while their scoring is only moderately labor intensive, a property useful in large introductory courses. Questions were tailored to students’ pre-existing knowledge (including their sociocultural, economic, and physical environments) to ensure that the content of the questions could be linked to familiar information in long-term memory. Two semesters were devoted to developing, testing, and revising pre-test and test materials, all designed to refer to the content of a textbook (Myers, 2009).

Phase 2 was devoted to the implementation of pedagogical changes and the evaluation of outcomes. In this phase, participants were 200 students who enrolled in one of two sections of an introductory psychology course and in one of the 10 labs associated with it. The course involved two 50-min lectures, during which individual concepts from a textbook chapter were illustrated and examples offered, and one 50-min lab during which retrieval practice was implemented. Labs were assigned to one of five teaching assistants, each covering a lab with instruction focused on retrieval of single concepts (SC) and a lab with instruction devoted to retrieval of concepts and their links (LC). Consistency dictated that lectures be taught by one instructor using the same textbook (Myers, 2009). For retrieval practice to serve as a learning and self-assessment tool, feedback regarding students’ answers was provided during labs immediately and approximately one week after responses to homework and practice questions
had been scored (Agarwal, Karpicke, Kang, Roediger, & McDermott, 2008; Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, Kulik, & Morgan, 1991). During Phase 2, four activities were undertaken for each of the topics (chapters) covered by the course:

1. **Assessment of pre-existing knowledge**, which consisted of pre-tests assessing conceptual knowledge prior to in-class coverage.

2. **Coverage of topic** in class (i.e., lectures).

3. **Retrieval practice** by means of lab activities administered after the coverage of a given topic was completed in the lecture portion of the course. Labs were randomly assigned to one of two retrieval practice regimens: In the SC condition, practice questions during labs and homework questions focused on students’ knowledge of specific concepts, whereas in the LC condition, questions focused on students’ understanding of the relationships between concepts. For instance, within the topic of memory, a SC question would present a concrete example of either recall or recognition memory, and then ask students to name and define the concept illustrated in the question (e.g., ‘Luis loves to tell stories about his experiences. When people ask him about his past, he is able to remember many stories without having to look at old pictures or read his diary. Name and define the type of retrieval he uses.’ or ‘Abigail is a scuba diver. She has a hard time remembering the names of fish without actually seeing them in the water. Pictures or videos can also help her remember the correct names. Indeed, she can name a fish almost immediately after she sees it. Name and explain the type of retrieval she uses’). In contrast, a LC question would offer a concrete illustration of both concepts and then ask students to name the concepts and explain their similarities and differences (e.g., Mega and Paul learned many Spanish vocabulary words years ago in high school. Last week, they met a couple of tourists from Spain. It was hard at first, but Paul and Megan joined forces and spent a pleasant evening with the couple. Paul was able to understand most of the words the tourists spoke. Megan managed to think of some of the words she learned in high school and then used them in sentences. Identify recall and recognition in this example and define both types of retrieval by mentioning what they have in common and what makes them different’).

4. **Knowledge assessment and self-assessment after practice** by means of in-class tests administered after activities 1-3. Each test included questions not previously used. Immediately before and after testing, students were asked to estimate their performance on a scale from 0 to 100. It is important to note that each test included half of the concepts covered during the retrieval practice phase of the investigation.

**Results**

The study entailed four dependent measures for each topic covered in the course: pre-test scores, test scores, and estimates before and after testing. Answers to questions were rated on a scale from 0 to 10. Scores were organized into quarters (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th), each involving approximately three weeks and three topics. Percentages were then used to express pre-test and test scores for individual quarters. Estimates of test performance were articulated on a similar scale. All results reported below are significant at the .05 level unless otherwise indicated. Analyses involving either percentage scores or arcsine transformed scores yielded
equivalent results. For simplicity, analyses displayed below involve percentage scores. Degrees of freedom may differ between analyses because data include only values from regularly scheduled assessment activities without the inclusion of make-up tests. Figure 1 illustrates pre-test and test scores, and pre- and post-test assessment values across the four time periods.

Performance Measures

The first question asked whether pre-test and test performance differed between instruction conditions across time. Although there were no significant pre-test differences between instruction conditions \( [Fs \leq 1.78, ns] \), test performance during the first half of the semester was higher for students who had been exposed to SC retrieval practice than to LC retrieval practice \([1^{\text{st}} \text{ quarter} : F(1, 179)= 4.79, MSE= 484.86, p=. 030, \text{and } 2^{\text{nd}} \text{ quarter} : F(1, 165)= 4.02, MSE= 399.19, p=. 047]\). Test performance did not differ between groups during the second half of the semester \( [Fs < 1] \).

Self-Evaluation Measures

It is important to note that estimates before testing describe a student’s ability to predict his/her preparation for an upcoming test, whereas estimates after testing illustrate the student’s post-facto appreciation of his/her completed performance. Most estimates tended to be over-estimations before and after testing for all quarters \( [Fs \geq 4.48] \) with the exception of estimates before testing produced in the 3\(^{rd}\) quarter which were rather accurate \( [F = 3.00, ns] \).

In general, discrepancies between test performance and estimates before and after testing did not vary between types of retrieval practice \( [Fs \leq 3.86, ns] \) with the exception of estimates after testing during the 4\(^{th}\) quarter, which were greater following SC retrieval than LC retrieval. Interestingly, contrary to the expectation that overestimations would increase as academic abilities declined (see Balch, 1992), in both retrieval practice conditions, overestimations before and after testing tended to increase with test scores \( [r_s \geq 270] \).

Following SC retrieval practice, test performance was positively correlated with estimates before testing during the first half of the semester \([1^{\text{st}} \text{ quarter} : r_s = .377; 2^{\text{nd}} \text{ quarter} : r_s = .372] \) and with estimates after testing across the entire semester \( [r_s \geq .405] \). No correlations existed with estimates before testing during the second half of the semester \([3^{\text{rd}} \text{ and } 4^{\text{th}} \text{ quarters} : r_s \leq .183, ns] \).

Following LC retrieval practice, test performance during the first half of the semester was not correlated with estimates before testing \([1^{\text{st}} \text{ and } 2^{\text{nd}} \text{ quarters} : r_s \leq .126, ns] \), whereas it was positively correlated with estimates after testing \([1^{\text{st}} \text{ quarter} : r_s = .573; 2^{\text{nd}} \text{ quarter} : r_s = .434] \). Estimates before testing were positively correlated with test performance during the 3\(^{rd}\) quarter \( [r_s = .279] \), but not during the 4\(^{th}\) quarter \( [r_s = .154, ns] \). The same pattern applied to estimates after testing, which were positively correlated with test performance during the 3\(^{rd}\) quarter \( [r_s = .407] \), but not during the 4\(^{th}\) quarter \( [r_s = .088, ns] \).

Discussion

In the present investigation, we compared the effects on test performance of two types of retrieval practice, one focused on conceptual integration and the other focused on isolated concepts. Although the test questions involved isolated concepts, which were those upon
which students had the opportunity to practice, study and test questions were always different in form. Retrieval practice was operationally defined as the retrieval of individual concepts or isolated concepts during weekly lab meetings.

Although the results of the present investigation do not support the prediction that conceptual integration enhances test performance, they are consistent with the transfer-appropriate processing account of memory (Graf & Ryan, 1990; McCrudden, 2011; Mulligan & Picklesimer, 2012). According to the latter, the overlap between operations used during practice and those required by a test is essential to successful test performance. In the present investigation, retrieval practice with explicit emphasis on conceptual integration should have made the conceptual operations used for practice and those utilized for testing less likely to overlap. In this scenario, the transfer-appropriate processing account would predict test performance to suffer and its relation with estimates of preparation and actual performance to weaken following retrieval practice focused on conceptual integration. The influence of type of practice (at least on performance), however, should have diminished as students became more familiar with the test format. Indeed, this is the pattern of results observed in the present investigation. Interestingly, Pyc and Rawson (2009) found improved performance following retrieval practice with greater effort producing greater gains. If retrieval practice focused on conceptual integration is assumed to be more effortful than practice focused on individual concepts, then greater gains for practice focused on conceptual integration should have been obtained. Although questions requiring retrieval of two concepts and their links were judged by independent raters as harder than those requiring the retrieval of individual concepts, we found no evidence that effort would lead to superior performance.

To our knowledge, no research exists that has examined the effects of these two forms of retrieval practice on performance and self-assessment in a real classroom setting. Investigations of retrieval practice in the lab or in the field tend to compare the effects of retrieval practice on performance and self-assessment with those of reviewing, usually illustrating the benefits of retrieval practice on both measures (see Agarwal, Karpicke, Kang, Roediger, & Mc-Dermott, 2008; Pilotti et al, 2009; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). For instance, Pilotti et al. (2009), who examined retrieval practice and test of isolated concepts, reported an improvement in test performance and self-assessment as measured by responses to questions that covered concepts related to those of the practice questions. The results of the present investigation do not appear to support the notion that retrieval practice irrespective of attention could have enhanced automatic spreading activation, reinforcing connections among concepts in the textbook, and thereby nullifying the effect of attention specifically directed to such connections (as in the LC retrieval practice condition). If retrieval practice had this effect, then performance following the two types of retrieval practice should have been equivalent across the entire semester. Instead, retrieval practice focused on isolated concepts yielded higher performance than retrieval practice focused on conceptual integration during the first half of the semester.
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Figure 1. Pre-test performance, estimates before the test, test performance, and estimates after the test following retrieval practice focused either on single concepts (SC) or on linked concepts (LC) as a function of quarters across a semester.